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SUMMARY

On the assumption that the major Budget targets are adhered to, it seems
likely that the 1987 growth in GNP will be a little over 1 per cent. Employment
will continue to fall in 1987, so that unemployment will probably rise further,
even with emigration remaining high. Inflation will again be very low by
historical standards at about 3 per cent, and the balance of payments should
improve, with the current account deficit falling to around 1¼ per cent.

The undoubted short-term deflationary effect of the Budget in 1987 is
compensated by the improvement it brings to the prospects for future years.
The reduction in the 1987 Exchequer borrowing requirement has been a major
contributory factor in the fall in domestic wholesale interest rates which has
already taken place, and which is expected to continue further. The impact of
lower interest rates, when the decline spreads fully to retail interest rates, will
be relatively minor in 1987, although both consumption and private investment
could be encouraged in the second half of the year. Given normal time lags,
a considerable response can be expected during 1988, provided progress
continues to be made in correcting the public finances. However, there is
insufficient evidence concerning the size of the response to lower real interest
rates for it to be safe to rely on this as the sole mechanism for a revival of growth
in 1988. An active medium-term development strategy to encourage private
investment and to improve the quality and marketing of export goods and
services is also necessary. It is too early to appraise the moves already
announced in these fields, but in their intentions at least they are consistent
with a coherent medium-term recovery strategy of encouraging economic
growth within the constraint of a restrictive fiscal regime.

As for several years past, the major uncertainty is whether the key fiscal aim
of restraining the growth in the public service pay-bill can be achieved in
practice. Unless it is, the improvements in employment and in living standards
now tbreseeable for future years will be severely jeopardised, as investors’ con-
fidence is undermined and interest rates tend once more to rise. Limiting the
pay-bill can be achieved either by reducing the numbers employed or by
restricting the rise in average pay rates. The choice between these methods is
esientially political, but, as the former will inevitably entail cuts in the stan-
dard of services offered to the public as well as increasing unemployment, the
latter seems economically preferable and more equitable.

While the determination of the government will be crucial in achieving the
necessary outcome, the leaders and members of unions and other pressure
groups also have a vital role. Through adopting a longer time-horizon, and
responding to the positive aspects of the medium-term strategy by moderating
their short-term demands for the next 18 months or so, they would be serving
their own best interests, as well as the needs of the country.



ESTIMATED NATIONAL ACCOUNTS 1986
A: Expenditure on Gross National Product

1985 1986 Change in 1986

Prelimhlmy Estimated £in %

£m ,t]in Total Volume Total Price Volume

Prlwlte Consumer Expenditure .,. 9797 10292 495 147 5 3 ½ 1 ½
Public Net Current Expenditm:e ... 3290 3570 280 55 8 ~ 6 ~ 1 ¾
Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation 3597 3472 - 125 - 93 - 3 ½ - 1 - 2 ½
Exports of Goods and Servicers (X) ... 10740 10335 - 305 208 - 3 ~ - 5 ~ 2
Physical Changes in Stocks ...... 177 124 -53 -48

Final Demand ......... 27601 27793 192 269 ~ - ¼ 1
less:
hnports of Goods and Services (M) ... 10347 9707 - 640 145 - 6 ¼ - 7 ¾ 1 ½

GDP at market prices ...... 17254 18086 832 124 4¾ 4- ¾
less:
Net Factor Payments (F) ...... 1992 2032 40 152 2 -5¾ 7¾

GNP al market prices ...... 15262 16054 792 ’- 26 5 ¼ 5 ½" - ¼

B: Gross National Product by Origin

1985    1986

Preliminmy Estimated Change in 1986
£m       £m       £m        %

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing ... 1346 1280 - 66 - 5
Non-Agricuhural: Wages, ete .... 9323 9823 500 5 ¼

Other ...... 3189 3363 174 5~
less:
Net Factor Payments ...... 1992 2032 40 2

National Income ......... 11866 12434 568 4 ¾
Depreciation ......... 1600 1680 80 5

GNP at factor cost ...... 13466 14114 648 4~
"lSlxes less subsidies ...... 1796 1940 144 8

GNP at market prices ...... 15262 16054 792 5¼

C: Balance Of Payments .on Current Account

1985    1986

Pl~lhninmy Estimated Change in 1986
£m £rn £m

X--M ......... 393 628 235
F ......... - 1992 - 2032 - 40
Net Transfers ......... 1050 1075 25

Balance on Current Account ... -549 -329 220

as % of GNP ......... -3½ -2 1½
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FORECAST NATIONAL ACCOUNTS 1987
A: Expenditure on Gross National Product

1986 1987 Change in 1987

Estimated Forecast £m %
£m £m Total    Volume    Total Price    Volume

Private Consumer Expenditure ... 10292 10704 4t2 103 4 3 1
Public Net Current Expenditure ... 3570 3730 160 - 54 4½ 6 - 1 ½
Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation 3472 3590 118 17 3½ 3 ½
Exports of Goods and Services (X) ... 10335 10935 600 415 5¾ 1 ¾ 4
Physical Changes in Stocks ...... 124 143 19 19

Final Demand ......... 27793 29102 1309 500 4¾ 3 1 ¾
less:
Imports of Goods and Services (M) ... 9707 10057 350 233 3 ½ 1 2 ½

GDP at market prices ...... 18086 19045 959 267 5 ¼ 3 ¾ 1 ½
less:
Net Factor Payments (F) ...... 2032 2164 132 95 6½ 1 ¾ 4¾

GNP at market prices ...... 16054 16881 827 172 5¼ 4 1

B: Gross National Product by Origin

1986 1987

Estimated Forecast Change in 1987
£m       £m       £m        %

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing ... 1280 1318 38 3
Non-Agriculturah Wages, etc .... 9823 10290 467 43A

Other ...... 3363 3597 234 7
less:
Net Factor Payments ...... 2032 2164 132 6½

National Income ......... 12434 13041 607 5
Depreciation ......... 1680 1764 84 5

GNP at factor cost ...... 14114 14805 691 5
Taxes less subsidies ...... 1940 2076 136 7

GNP at market prices ...... 16054 16881 827 5¼

C: Balance of Payments on Current Account

1986 1987

Estimated Forecast Change in 1987
£m £m £m

X--M ......... 628 878 250
F ............ - 2032 - 2164 - 132
Net Transfers ......... 1075 1070 - 5

Balance on Current Account ... - 329 - 216 117

as % of GNP ......... -2 -1¼ ¾



COMMENTARY

The International Economy

General
Concern about the imbalances in the world economy has intensified in recent

months. In particular, the trade imbalance between the USA on the one hand
and Japan and the other Pacific-rim countries on the other shows little sign of
correcting itself in response to the massive exchange rate movements of the past
two years. In these circumstances, the prospect that initial protectionist moves
by the USA will develop into a lasting trade dispute with Japan cannot be ruled
out. In the meantime, the US dollar seems likely to remain under considerable
pressure, and there is a strong possibility that US interest rates will be "forced
upwards.

Despite its own threats of trade sanctions against Japan, Europe is only
indirectly involved in these major trans-Pacific tensions. However, the
combination of a weak dollar and rising US interest rates could further retard
European growth, already rather weaker than expected. 8o far as prospects for
the second half of 1987 and for 1988 are concerned, much would appear to

" depend on whether the international accord on exchange rate target zones can
survive the current pressure, and whether a convincing economic rapprochement
can be reached between the US and Japan.

The US Economy
Although it is now two years since the dollar commenced its depreciation,

there is still no clear indication that the US balance of payments is improving.
Import volumes continue to grow, and the increase in the volume of manufact-
ured exports has been very small. There are many partial explanations of this
lack of response to a major exchange rate stimulus. The profit margins of
Japanese exporters were so high when the dollar was at its peak that they were
able to cut margins substantially to remain competitive; many of the smaller
Asian countries allowed their currencies to fall most of the way with the dollar;
and the weakness of world investment has restricted the market for some of the
goods in which the US is most competitive. Nevertheless, none of these is
convincing as a total explanation, and it is hard to avoid the conclusion that
there are structural problems in US industry which could take several years to
correct.

In the shorter term, the economic indicators of domestic activity in the US
remain mixed. On balance, it now seems likely that the growth in GNP in 1987
will be similar to the 2½ per cent recorded in 1986. Price inflation could rise
from 2 per cent in 1986 to about 3½ per cent in 1987, reflecting the past
depreciation of the currency and the partial recovery in the oil price. Unemploy-



ment is expected to remain relatively low at rather under 7 per cent. Although
there is little sign of a significant improvement in the current account balance
of payments deficit in 1987, progress is still expected to be made in reducing
the other major imbalance, the current budget deficit. Provided that the
process of reducing the budget deficit continues fairly smoothly into 1988, it
seems possible that any increase in interest rates which may be forced during
the remainder of 1987 could prove temporary. A combination of moderate
economic growth, inflation of under 4 per cent, reasonably stable interest rates
and a slowly improving external balance does not appear basically impossible,
but whether the volatility of the currency markets will permit such a gradual
amelioration of current problems must be open to question.

The European. Economy
Personal consumption is continuing to grow in most European countries, but

at a rather slower pace than had been expected. With exports from Europe
restricted by the weakness of the dollar and the investment cutbacks in oil-
producing countries, and with investment within Europe failing to respond
vigorously to the increase in consumer demand, forecasts of 1987 growth rates
are tending to be revised downwards in many European countries.

Unless fiscal policies are relaxed in the major continental countries, the EEC
growth rate now seems likely once more to average about 2½ per cent, much
the same as in 1985 and 1986. Inflation is certain to remain low, although not
quite as low as in 1986, and there is unlikely to be any significant reduction
in the high Community rate of unemployment. Because the annual" growth rate
is low, it does perhaps possess the virtue of sustainability, and yet another year
of modest expansion could result in 1988, but with little prospect of bringing
the EEC unemployment rate towards single figures.

At least so far as 1987 is concerned, the UK is likely to grow faster than the
EEC average. This is not entirely due to the normal election-year loosening of
fiscal and monetary policy. Indeed, although such a policy relaxation has taken
place over the past twelve months, the process has been more restrained than
might have been expected. A major factor in the improvement in the UK’s
economic prospects has been that UK trade volumes, unlike those of the US,
have responded quickly and positively to the depreciation of the currency since
early 1986. The modest appreciation in the past three months seems unlikely
to reverse this trend, so that it now appears that the continuing consumer boom
can be accommodated without much deterioration in the balance of payments
during 1987.

The fact that both price and, especially, pay inflation are running at consid-
erably higher levels in the UK than in most of the major continental EEC
nations could lead to renewed balance of payments worries, or a further
depreciation of sterling during 1988. However, for 1987 it seems more likely
that sterling will remain strong, and that, with or without entry to the EMS,
UK interest rates could continue to fall from their current high levels.

The Rest of the World
With the passing of the Japanese Budget, after a protracted legislative

process, it seems probable that a moderate fiscal stimulus will be given to the



Japanese economy in the remainder of 1987. Whether this will suffice to
maintain the growth rate, in the face of falling export values, in terms of yen,
and the chronically high Japanese propensity to save, is less Certain. Moreover,
if external pressure to make the Japanese market more accessible to imports of
finished goods proves at all effective, it could add another downward influence
on the Japanese growth rate, especially in 1988.

From the viewpoint of non-raw-material-exporting developed countries, the
nature of the Japanese response to the emerging trade disputes with the US and
Europe is probably more important than the actual growth rate of the Japanese
economy. One potentially beneficial reaction to the growing strength of protect-
ionist feeling in the US and Europe could be some switch in the balance of
Japanese overseas investment in favour of direct productive investment within
the blocs concerned at the expense of the recent concentration on investment
in financial instruments.

While US trade sanctions are currently aimed principally at Japan, their
existence obviously poses a threat to all the newly industrialised exporting
countries of Asia. Their prospects over the next eighteen months therefore rest
on political as much as on purely economic developments and are consequently
difficult to forecast. Precautionary motives could stimulate many of them, like
Japan, towards establishing some productive capacity within Europe and
America.

With OPEC so far largely succeeding in its aim to stabilise oil prices at
around $18 per barrel,, income in oil producing countries should recover signif-
icantly from the nadir of 1986, although the renewed decline of the dollar has
limited the effective rise in the price of oil. Given that the process of adjusting
to the 1986 fall in income is incomplete in many producer countries, and the
uncertainty’ about future oil prices, it seems unlikely that improved incomes
will result in a major surge in spending on imports during 1987.

The problems of third-world debtor countries are set to continue throughout
1987, with commodity prices remaining low, and the decline in international
interest rates apparently abated. The weakness of the dollar could be helpful
in some cases, but few of these countries themselves possess currencies which
are strong enough to have appreciated against the dollar. Despite talk of
unilateral debt repudiation or interest limitation, it seems probable that the
majority of cases will continue to be treated through agreed re-scheduling
processes, and that 1987 will pass without any action which will seriously
damage the international banking system.

The Conlext for Ireland
As should be clear from the foregoing discussion, the international economic

outlook is far from settled, and any predictions must be treated with cautiori.
Howeveq Europe is emerging as probably the most stable economic area over
the next year or so. This suggests that the major markets for Ireland’s manu-
factured exports should remain reasonably buoyant for the rest of 1987 and into
1988. Within Europe, UK demand is growing particularly rapidly, so that for
1987 at least some of the more traditional Irish industries could be operating
in a favourable environment.

As was pointed out in the previous Commentary, conditions on the foreign
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TABLE 1: Short-term International Outlook
GNP Consumer Hourly

% Prices Earnings
Change % Change % Change

Country 1986    1987 1986    1987 1986    1987

Unemployment
Rate
%

1986    1987

Budget Deficit Current Account
as % Balance as % of

of GNP GNP

1986    1987 1986    1987

United States 2½ ¯ 2½ 2       3½ 3 3¼ 7 63A 3½ 2¾ -3¼ -3¼
Canada 3 2½ 4¼ 4 3½ 4¾ 9¾ 9½ 5½ 4¾ -1½ -1
Japan 2¼ 2½ 3A 0 3½ 2½ 2¾ 3¼ 1¼ 1½ 4¼ 3¾
West Gelrn~my 2 ½ 2 ¼ - ¼ ¾ 3 ~ 3 ¼ 73A 7 ¾ 1 1 3 ½ 2 ½
France 2 2 2¼ 2½ 4 3 10½ 11 2¾ 2N ½ ¼
UK 2¼ 3 3½ 4½ 8 7 llN 11¼ 3 2N 0 - ¼
Italy 2~ 3 6 4 7½ 7 11¼ 11½ 12½ 11¾ 1 ½
Belgium 2 2 1¼ 1½ 3 2¼ 11¼ 11¼ 9½ 7½ 3¼ 4
Denmark 23A ½ 3¼ 2¾ 4¼ 5½ 7~ 8½ 23 -2½ -5¼ -3
Netherlands 1½ 1½ 0 -1 2 1~ 13½ 13 6½ 6~ 4¼ 3½
Sweden 2 ¼ 1¼ 4 4 7 5 2 ½ 23A 1 ¾ 1¼ 1

Total (OECD) 2 ½ 2 ½    2 ¾    3 4 4 8 ½    8 ¼    3 ¼    3 - ¼ - ¼

Ireland - ¼ 1 3~ 3¼ 6¼ 5½ 18¼ 19 8½ 7½ -2 - 1N

Sources: OECD, IMF, NIESR, European Economy, London Business School Economic Outlook.

exchange markets can change quickly and dramatically. At that time sterling
as well as the dollar was under severe pressure, placing some strain on even the
new Irish parity in the EMS. Since then, of course, sterling has appreciated
significantly, and no longer automatically reflects fluctuations in the dollar. In
the meantime the dollar itself has depreciated further, while the yen has
appreciated against most other currencies. The current structure of EMS
parities looks more secure than in the early months of the year. Provided
international measures succeed in preventing a major new slide in the value of
the US dollar, the present broad pattern of exchange rates could persist until
the end of the year, and this is the assumption made in preparing the forecasts
in this Commentary.

It should be noted that the present pattern is quite favourable to Ireland.
Compared with the 1986 average, competitiveness has been significantly
improved against all major continental currencies, and marginally improved
against sterling. Compared with the second half of 1986 the improvement
against sterling has also been significant. While the weak dollar has damaged
Irish competitiveness in the US vis-gz-vis domestic suppliers, most other
exporters to that market have experienced an even greater currency appreciat-
ion. Moreover, the benefits of a weak dollar in terms of low import prices and
reduced interest payments on a substantial proportion of the external debt
almost certainly outweigh the possible disadvantages to a number of exporters.

It now seems unlikely that US interest rates will decline during 1987, and
increases are much more likely. Interest rates in other countries, however, seem
unlikely to increase, and further reductions appear possible in Europe, and
particularly London. Thus, while not much relief can be looked for in 1987 in
the level of interest rates applying to the external national debt, overseas
influences on the level of domestic interest rates could well be downwards.

In spite of the uncertainties surrounding the future growth of world trade,
it still appears that international fixed investment is growing in volume,
providing Ireland with an opportunity to increase the level of foreign direct
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investment in industry and related services. If the speculation that precaution-
ary motives might prompt more Asian companies to establish facilities within
the EEC proves correct, then the prospect for overseas investment in the Irish
economy could be good for the next few years, almost irrespective of the actual
rate of growth of total world trade.

THE DOMESTIC ECONOMY

~gnera[

Despite the growing uncertainties in the international environment, it
remains probable that it will be conducive to a reasonable growth rate in the
Irish economy in 1987. However, it is domestic factors which seem likely to
determine the actual growth achieved.

The Budget introduced by the incoming government was significantly more
deflationary than expected. By itself, the objective of reducing the exchequer
borrowing requirement from over 13 per cent in 1986 to under 11 per cent of
GNP could act as a powerful depressant, reducing GNP by about 2 per cent
from the notional level it would have reached with no cut in the borrowing
re/luirement, and by almost 1 per cent compared with the Fine Gael draft
Budget on which the forecasts in the previous Commentary were based.

However, because the Budget represents a major step in the adjustment
necessary to restore the public finances to a viable condition, it should produce
favourable results in the medium term which Will eventually outweigh the
direct short-term deflation. At the time of writing, wholesale interest rates have
already fallen by over 2 per cent from their pre-budget peak. Provided there
are no major external shocks, they should decline further over the coming
months, enabling significant reductions in retail interest rates. Allied to
improving business confidence, also resulting from the Budget strategy, this
could help to stimulate private investment substantially, although the effects of
this are likely to become apparent in 1988 rather than 1987.

In the forecasts presented in this Commentary, it is assumed that the Budget
targets will broadly be met, although some Variations in the composition of
both revenue and expenditure seem possible. It is further assumed that the
central budgetary feature of restraining the growth in the public service pay bill
can be achieved without provoking any strikes serious enough to have a lasting
macro-economic effect.

Exports
Visib!e exports recovered quite sharply in the last four months of 1986, and

this recovery appears to be continuing in the early months of 1987. However,
both 1985 and 1986 showed a strong export performance in the first quarter,
followed by a pronounced weakness during the summer months. Whether this
second or third quarter decline will be avoided in 1987 is a key question in
forecasting not only exports but also the general economic outlook for the year.

So far as manufactured exports are concerned, there appears no reason to
expect a summer deterioration this year. The 1985 shake-out of the electronics
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industry is unlikely to be repeated in the near future, while the temporary
difficulties affecting the chemical industry in 1986 seem to have been overcome.
With new capacity due to the come into production during 1987, it is thus
reasonable to expect substantial volume growth in the exports of the modern
industries. The expansion in UK consumption, allied to a slightly more favour-
able real exchange rate, could enable some increase in exports of the more tradit-
ional branches of manufacturing industry. Allowing thus for a gradual improve-
ment on the level of exports achieved in the first quarter of the year, an
improvement of about 5 per cent in the volume of manufactured exports seems
a fairly conservative forecast for 1987 as a whole. Average prices are likely to
be slightly higher than in 1986, although considerable variations between
industries are expected.

Other industrial exports should continue the volume growth exhibited in
1986, although drink exports to Northern Ireland may be reduced if the Border
restrictions on re-import prove effective. After their very steep fall in 1986 it
seems possible that metal ore prices will stabilise in terms of Irish pounds this
year, and that average prices for the category as a whole could show a marginal
increase.

As always, agricultural exports are difficult to predict, both because of
weather induced uncertainties concerning the volume of agricultural
production and because the balance between exporting output and placing it
in stock is liable to major fluctuations. Given the apparent determination of the
EEC Commission to limit the size of intervention stocks, it seems probable that
a higher proportion of output will be exported in 1987 than in the past few
years. However, there is likely to be a reduction in the quantity of milk and beef
available, so that the volume of exports could show a small decline. With the
price of dairy products increasing in Irish pound terms, the value of agricult-
ural exports could be little changed from the 1986 level.

On the basis of these projections, visible trade is forecast to rise by 3 ½ per
cent in volume and by 5 ¼ per cent in value. One consequence of assuming that
a higher proportion of agricultural output will be directly exported is that there
should be a sharp decline in overseas storage of intervention stocks. This could
lead to a substantial reduction in the balance of payments adjustment of export
figures. Thus merchandise exports, in balance of payments terms, could
increase by 4 per cent in volume and 5 N per cent in value, as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2: Exports of Goods and Services
1985 % Change 1986 % Change- 1987
£m Volume Value £m Volume Value £m

Agricultural 1781 1 ¼ - ½ 1770 - 2 0 1770
Manufactured 6280 3 ¼ - 2 ¾ 6103 5 7 6530
Other Industrial 1556 4¼ -9 1417 2¾ 3 1460
Other 126 98 110

Total Visible 9743 2 ¾ - 3 ¾ 9388 3 ~ 5 ¼ 9870
Adjustments - 216 - 212 - 170

Merchandise Exports 9527 2¾ -3N 9176 4 5¾ 9700
Tourism 691 - 11 - 7½ 640 6½ 9½ 700
Other Current Receipts 522 3 - ½ 519 2 3 535

Exports of Goods and Services 10740 2 - 3 ¾ 10335 4 5 ¾ 10935
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Tourism suffered a major reverse in 1986, which.had a significant effect on
the economy as a whole. The prospects for 1987 appear much brighter,
provided there are no extraneous shocks to deter international travel. It is still
too early to assess the effects of reduced travel costs between the UK and
Ireland. Allowing for only a moderate impact from the lower fares, and for a
substantial rather than a dramatic recovery in US overseas holiday travel, an
increase of about 9 ½ per cent in the value of tourist earnings is a reasonable
forecast tbr 1987.

With a small rise in other service exports, total exports of goods and services
could increase by.about 4 per cent in volume in 1987. This would be about
double the rate achieved in 1986, with the improvement due largely to more

¯ buoyant manufactured exports and to the tourist recovery. The change in’ the
value of exports should be more striking, with an increase of 5~ per cent
replacing the decline of 3¾ per cent in 1986, as prices rise slightly after their
heavy fall last year.

Stocks
Farm stocks fell by a massive £85 million in 1986, as cattle numbers were

severely reduced. A much smaller fall in farm stocks, perhaps £25 million, is
expected in 1987. Although the dairy herd will continue to decline~ the 1986
reduction in the numbers of other cattle is unlikely to be repeated, and there
could be some increase in sheep and on-farm cereal stocks.

Despite Community efforts to check the rise in intervention stock levels,
there was a substantial increase in such stocks, particularly of butter, during
1986. With a more vigorous programme of disposals, and a lower level of milk
and beef production, there is unlikely to be .a significant increase in
intervention stocks in 1987. Indeed, an actual fall in intervention stock levels
cannot be ruled out, but at this stage it appears more reasonable to predict a
small increase.

Until sub-annual estimates of non-agricultural, non-intervention, stocks
become available, it is virtually impossible to track the movements in such
stocks between the annual surveys undertaken by the CSO. On the basis of the
increase in the volume of imports in the fourth quarter, it is assumed that
industrial stock levels, including work in progress, grew slightly faster in 1986
than in the previous year. It must be conceded, however, that this estimate is
liable to considerable errm; the magnitude of which could well affect the
estimated growth rate of the economy as a whole. For 1987 it is assumed that
there will be a further modest increase in industrial stock building as industrial
output expands and as the prospect of rising prices in the following year
provides some incentive to bring purchases forward.

TABLE 3: Stock Changes
1985 Change in P.ate 1986 Change in Rate 1987
~lrl ,~nl £m £m £1n

Livesiock on l~u’ms - 31 - 54 - 85 + 60 , - 25
Irish Intervention StocksI 105 -24 81 -71 10
Other Non-agricuhural Stocks 103 +25¯ 128 +30 ¯ 158

~lbtal 177 - 53 124 + 19 143

lIncluding subsidised pl’iwlte storage.
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Fixed Investment
Total fixed investment fell in both value and volume terms in 1986, with the

decline in building being particularly acute. Entering 1987 it seemed as if
investment in building and construction might stabilise this year, allowing the
expected upturn in machinery and equipment investment to result in the first
significant volume increase in total fixed investment since 1981. However, the
curtailment in the public capital programme announced in the recent Budget,
and in particular the ending of various house and improvement grant schemes,
ensures that there will be another substantial decline in the volume of building
investment in 1987. Despite the expected reduction in domestic interest rates,
it now seems likely that the volume of building investment could fall by about
3½ per cent in 1987.

TABLE 4: Gross Fixed Capital Formation

1985 % Change 1986 % Change 1987
£m Volume Value" £m Volume Value £m

Building and Construction 1521 -5½ -1½ 1500 -3½ 0 1500
Machinery and Equipment 2076 - ½ -5 1972 3½ 6 2090
Total 3597 -2½ -3½ 3472 ½ 3½ 3590

Investment in machinery and equipment still seems set to expand in 1987,
largely because of the increase in approvals recorded by the IDA during 1986.
However, the post-Budget prospects for slower domestic growth could inhibit
some types of investment previously expected, and so the forecast volume
increase in machinery and equipment investment has been revised downwards
to 3 ½ per cent. As Table 4 shows, this implies a marginal increase of ½ per
cent in the volume of total fixed investment, and a rise of about 3 ½ per cent
in value terms. Lower interest rates, specific incentives, and improved
confidence should lead to a significant upturn in 1988.

Consumption
Although the retail sales index showed an increase of only 1.9 per cent in the

value of retail sales in 1986, it is thought that the value of total personal con-
sumption rose by about 5 per cent. The index itself was depressed by the
absence of visiting tourists, while non-retail forms of expenditure on housing,
foreign travel, cross-border shopping and various services all grew sharply. In
total it is thought that consumer spending rose faster than personal disposable
income, implying a significant reduction in the personal savings ratio. This
would be reasonable, as the introduction of the deposit interest retention tax
tended to reduce specifically that part of net income which is liable to be saved.

With this factor less pronounced in 1987, it is assumed that there will be only
a marginal further fall in the personal savings ratio in 1987. Thus with personal
disposable income likely to rise by a little under 4 per cent, an increase of 4
per cent in the value of personal consumption appears a reasonable forecast for
the year. The personal consumption deflator will be about 3 per cent, so that
the volume increase in personal consumption is forecast at 1 per cent. Unlike
1986, it seems probable that this will be fully reflected in the retail sales index,
which could even increase more rapidly if tourist numbers recover, and if there
is a significant reduction in cross-border shopping.
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It is a telling illustration of the state of the economy that the most buoyant
category of expenditure in 1986 was public authorities’ net expenditure on
current goods and services, or government consumption.¯ This is estimated to
have grown by 8½ per cent in value terms, largely due to a 6¾ per cent price
rise, mostly reflecting pay increases.

Provided that budgetary targets are met, the value of net government con-
sumption in 1987 should increase by about 4½ per cent, little more than half
the 1986 rate. Even with a pay freeze until the end of the year, the deflator is
expected to be about 6 per cent, implying a fall in the volume of net consumpt-
ion of about 1½ per cent. This is to be achieved in part through a reduction
in the numbers employed in the public service, and in part through the levying
of new and increased charges for various services, which conventionally are
treated as a reduction in net expenditure rather than an increase in revenue.

Final Demand
On the basis of the estimates already discussed, the volume of final demand

is believed to have increased by about 1 per cent in 1986. Falls in fixed invest-
ment and stockbuilding partly offset modest increases in consumption and
exports. Due to the fall in theprice of exports and of imported capital goods,
the deflator for final demand was marginally negative, so that the value
increase was only ¾ per cent.

For 1987 a more normal configuration of final demand is forecast, although
the volume growth remains low at 1¾ per cent. Consumption, both private and
public, and fixed investment will be held down by the tighter fiscal stance, while
the predicted growth in exports and stocks is modest by historical standards.
Prices are expected to rise by about 3 per cent, so that the Value increase in
final demand is forecast at 4¾ per cent.

Imports
The volume of visible imports rose marginally in 1986 following a recovery

in the final months of the year. When allowance is made in the balance of
payments adjustment for increased cross-border shopping, the rise in the
volume of merchandise imports reached about ½ per cent. The massive
increase of over 20 per cent in the volume of Irish tourism abroad raised the
increase in the volume of imports of goods and services to about 1½ per cent.
However, because of the very large fall in average import prices, reflecting both
currency movements and the weakness in the international price of commodit-
ies, especially oil, the value of merchandise imports declined by 8 per cent and
of imports of goods and services by 6¼ per cent.

This price decline is not expected to be repeated in 1987, and average prices
for the year are forecast to be about 1 per cent higher than in 1986. Thus the
small increase in the volume of imports which can be expected in response to
the rise in final demand is likely to be reflected in an increase in import values.

As Table 5 shows, all categories of imports are likely to increase in volume,
except for agricultural inputs where lower cattle numbers, a reduced arable
acreage and, it is to be hoped, better weather, should lead to some reduction
from the 1986 level. A fairly cautious allowance has been.¯ made in the forecast
balance of payments adjustment for a reduction in cross-border retail
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TABLE 5: Imports of Goods and Services

1985 % Change 1986 % Change 1987
£m Volume Value £m Volume Value £m

Capital Goods                   1253 - ½ -4N 1192 4 5½ 1258
Consumer Goods 2318 7 ½ 2332 3 4 2425
Intermediate Goods:

Agriculture 455 5 - 5 432 - 4 - 5 410
Other 5376 -3 - 13½ 4648 3¼ 4¼ 4845

Other Goods 30 26 30

Total Visible 9430 ¼ - 8 ½ 8630 3 4 8968
Adjustments - 58 - 14 - 62

Merchandise Imports 9372 ½ - 8 8616 2 ¼ 3 ½ 8906
Tourism 399 20¼ 24½ 4-97 3 6 527
Other Services 579 1 ¼ 3 ¼ 594 3 5 624

Imports of Goods and Services 10347 1 ½ - 6 ¼ 9707 2 ½ 3 ½ 10057

purchases, and this allowance has been partly offset by increasing the forecast
for some types of direct imports. Given the reduction in cross-channel transport
costs, it is possible that tourism abroad will grow more rapidly than projected
here. However, after the very large rise last year, it seems more probable that
there will be only a small increase in 1987.

Balance of Payments
On the basis of the export and import forecasts, the visible trade surplus is

forecast to increase from £758 million in 1986 to £902 million in .1987. This is
a much smaller increase than between 1985 and 1986 when there was a consid-
erable terms of trade gain. The surplus on trade in goods and services in 1987
is forecast at £878 million, compared with £628 million in 1986 and £393
million in 1985.

For most of 1986, net factor flows remained relatively static, before growing
sharply in the final quarter. For the year as a whole the increase in the value
of net factor flows was only 2 per cent. A faster rise can be expected in 1987,
with the absence of further significant falls in international interest rates, no
further improvement in the exchange rate configuration, and some renewed
growth in profit expatriation. Although forecasts in this area tend to be subject
to a considerable margin of error, the projection of a 6½ per cent increase in
net factor payments appears reasonable, and is consistent with other aspects of
this Commentary.

Despite earlier predictions of a substantial reduction, transfers from the EEC
during 1986 rose slightly, leaving total net transfers from abroad some £25
million higher than in 1985, at £1,075 million. At present there is no reason to
expect a substantial change in this level in 1987, and a figure of £1,070 million
is accordingly included in the balance of payments forecast.

Due principally to the fourth quarter upturn in factor payments, and to
unexpectedly high December imports, the total balance of payments deficit on
current account was significantly higher than estimated in the previous
Commentary. The preliminary CSO Estimate places the total current deficit at
£329 million, or 2 per cent of GNE The forecast for 1987 is for a current deficit
of £216 million or 1¼ per cent of GNP. The most worrying aspect of the figures
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is the very large unexplained residual of £1,566 million 1986. The speed with
which this residual grew, especially during the winter of 1985-86, and the large
fluctuations from quarter to quarter suggest that unrecorded private capital
movements, mainly in the form of the leading and lagging of trade payments,
must account for the bulk of the increase. However, the possibility that part of
the residual represents unrecorded current flows, and that consequently the
true current deficit is somewhat higher than the recorded level, cannot be
entirely dismissed.

Because the nature of the residual is not properly understood, it is difficult
to make confident predictions as to how it is likely to behave in 1987. If the
general interpretation is correct, that it largely resulted from speculative arid
precautionary moves due to fears of possible exchange rate movements, the
slippage from fiscal targets and political uncertainty during 1986, then the
residual should be significantly lower during 1987. Although some uncertainty
always exists, the general prospect with regard to both the fiscal and the
exchange rate situation is much more stable at present than for most of 1986.
It is thus reasonable to expect sufficient reduction in the residual in the coming
months to improve liquidity on the Irish money markets, and thus to permit
a fall of at least 3 ½ per cent in wholesale interest rates from their mid-’March
levels. Indeed, these interest rates have already fallen significantly. Although
data on the underlying financial flows are not yet available, it seems certain that
the residual outflow has been drastically reduced, if not reversed, since the
middle of March.

Output
The increase of about N per cent in GDP in 1986 represents a small rise in

industrial output, offset by substantial falls in agricultural and building
production, and near stagnation in service output. Lower levels of construction
will again depress GDP growth in 1987, as will the cutback in public ser,~ices.
Howevel, industrial production should grow slightly faster, and both agricult-
ure and tourism can be expected to recover from their 1986 declines, so that
total output growth is expected to double to 1½ per cent in 1987.

Agricullure
According to preliminary estimates, the volume of gross agricultural product

fell by 7.7 per cent in 1986, reflecting a fall of 2.2 per cent in gross output
combined with a large increase in inputs of feeding-stuffs. Both the fall in gross
output and the increase in feed imports can’largely be attributed to the second
successive year of exceptionally poor weather.

A return to average weather conditions in 1987 will not lead to a major
recovery in the volume of gross agricultural output. Arable acreage would
appear to have declined again, so that even a substantial improvement in yields
would result in only a moderate increase in crop production. More important,
milk production will be constrained by the existence of a tight superlevy quota,
while cattle output will decline due to the reduction in the number of milk
cows. Thus, at best, the volume of gross agricultural output might remain at
roughly the same level in 1987.as in 1986. However, with feed inputs reduced
sharply, the volume of gross agricultural product, the value added in agricult-
ure, could increase by about 2 per cent in 1987.
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Industry
The volume of production in manufacturing industry rose by 2.8 per cent

in 1986. For most of the year output was more or less static, at a level just below
the seasonally corrected quarterly peak which had been reached as long ago as
the fourth quarter of 1984. However, a recovery in chemicals and renewed
expansion in office and data processing machinery combined to lift manufact-
uring production to a new peak in the fourth quarter, some 3 per cent higher
than the previous best.

If the 1986 fourth quarter level were to be maintained 1987, it would result
in an annual increase of 3.4 per cent in the index of production in manufact-
uring industry. Despite the disappointments of the past two years, when manu-
facturing output, in line with exports, fell away in the summer months, it seems
reasonable to expect that exports and production will continue to grow during
1987. Firms responding to the CII/ESRI Business Survey appear more con-
fident than a year ago, and comparative costs more favourable. It thus seems
that the annual increase in manufacturing production could approach 5 per
cent. Production in other industries could increase rather more slowly than in
manufacturing, so that a rise of about 4 per cent in the index for all industries
seems a reasonable forecast.

Due to the Budget measures, there has been a sharp downward revision in
the forecast for investment in building and construction. Even allowing for the
continuation for some months of a high level of house repairs classified as
consumption in the National Accounts, it seems probable that the total" output
of the building industry could fall by about 3 per cent in 1987. On this basis,
the volume of production in the total industrial sector is forecast to increase by
about 2½ per cent in 1987.

XgT/d Z’6"~

Although no official estimates are available for the output of the service sector
in 1986, it seems clear that a large fall in the volume of tourism offset an
increase in the volume of public services, leaving the output of the service
sector as a whole more or less stagnant.

This pattern is likely to be reversed in 1987, with the volume of public
services scheduled to fall significantly, while tourism is expected to recover. The
post-Budget downward revision in forecast consumption is likely to limit the
growth of other private services. In total, the volume increase in service output
seems likely to be about ½ per cent in 1987.

Employment
If the output forecasts are of the correct order of magnitude, it seems

inevitable that the level of employment will continue to fall during 1987. The
dynamics of agricultural employment in relation to output are not clear, but
there seems no good reason to suppose that the long-term decline in the
number engaged will be interrupted in 1987, although the fall may be a little
less severe than in the past two years.

The forecast increase of 4 per cent in industrial production in 1987 would,
at first sight, seem compatible with either a stabilisation or even a small
increase in industrial employment. However, the composition of the output
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increases, with most of the growth occurring in the modern manufac’turing
industries, suggests that there will be a substantial rise in overall output per
head and that industrial employment will remain slightly below the 1986
average. The revised forecast for a reduction in building output clearly implies
a further loss of jobs, so that the average level of total employment in the
industrial sector Seems likely to be significantly lower than in 1986.

Employment in services Will be subject to various conflicting influences. The
expected recovery in tourism should lead to a considerable increase in jobs in
that sector, although these seem likely to be mainly of a seasonal nature. On
the other hand, the Budget measures clearly imply a significant reduction in
average public service employment in 1987, as well as limiting growth in
private services to a rate which could well be lower than the annual increase
in labour productivity in that sector. On balance, little change in the annual
average of total service employment in 1987 seems the most realistic forecast.

On the basis of these projections, the average number at work in 1987 would
fall by about 13,000, or 1¼ per cent, as shown in Table 6. The implications of
such a fall in employment for the level of unemployment depend On develop-
ments with regard to labour force participation and emigration. Assuminga
continuing reduction in participation rates, but a reduced rate of emigration
in the first half of the year, the total labour force might decline by about 2,000
in 1987 onan annual average basis. This compares with falls of about 10,000
in both 1985 and 1986. In this case, average unemployment on a labour force
basis would increase by about 11,000 to 245,000, which would correspond to an
average Live Register total of 248,000 in 1987.

TABLE 6: Employment and Unemployment

A: Mid-April Estimates ’000

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Agricuhure 181 169 161 155 150
Industry 319 305 296 289 285
Services 604 600 600 598 595

Total at work 1104 1074 1057 1042 1030
Unemployed 204 225 230 245 245

Labour Force 1308 1299 1287 1287 1275

Unenll~lo),meot Rate %                  17.9 17.3 17.9 19.0 19.0
Live Register 214 228 232 250 247

B: Annual Averages ’000

1984 1985 1986 1987

Agricuhure 175 167 158 153
Industry 311 301 293 286
Services 602 600 599 598

Total at work 1088 1068 1050 1027
Unemployed 217 ’ 227 234 245

Labour Force 1305 1295 1284 1282

Unemployn~ent Rate % 16.6 17.5 18.2 19.1
Live Register 214 231 236 248
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Incom6s

In 1986 the favourable movements in relative prices in agriculture mitigated
the fall in the volume of gross agricultural product. In 1987 price movements
are likely to remain favourable, but only slightly, so that the volume
improvement of 2 per cent in gross agricultural product could result in an
increase of about 3 per cent in incomes arising in agriculture, forestry and
fishing.

Non-agricultural wages, salaries and pensions are estimated to have risen in
aggregate by a little under 5 ½ per cent in 1986. Average earnings are believed
to have increased by about 6¼ per cent, offset by a reduction of almost 1 per
cent in the number of employees.

As in the past two years, there is likely to be a considerable spread in the size
of pay increases between firms in the private sector. On average, however,
increases in private sector earnings are likely to be lower than in 1986,
reflecting both the reduced rate of price inflation over the past 18 months and
the narrow margins of firms competing with UK suppliers. Thus, although
some settlements will be much larger, the increase in average private sector
earnings is expected to be about 5 per cent.

There will also be considerable divergences between the pay increases
received by different groups of public service employees, depending on whether
or not they have received any special awards. When allowance is made for
salary scale drift and promotions, average public service earnings are due to
increase by about 6½ per cent in 1987, even assuming no new general or
special pay increases. Thus, average earnings of all employees seem likely to
increase by over 5¾ per cent. However, the total number of employees is
forecast to fall by about 1 per cent, leaving the projected rise in aggregate
earnings at 4¾ per cent.

Estimates of other non-agricultural incomes are subject to a considerable
margin of error, as the latest official figures relate to 1984. However, both
income from self-employment and household receipts of interest, dividends and
rents seem likely to have risen substantially in 1986, the former because of
wider margins in many forms of trading and the latter because interest rates
were high and dividends buoyant during the year. The increase is expected to
be smaller in 1987 but will probably remain higher than that in employee
earnings.

Current transfer payments rose by about 7 per cent in 1986, with both
benefit levels and the number of recipients of State transfers increasing signifi-
cantly. With lower inflation the level of benefits is due to rise more slowly in
1987, while the growth in the number of recipients will be partly offset by the
Budget restrictions on qualification and the reduction in pay-related benefits.
Allowing for some rise in the average number on the Live Register, an increase
of about 5 per cent in total current transfers to households appears likely.

As Table 7 shows, these projections for different types of income result in an
estimated increase in gross personal income of 5 per cent in 1986, and a forecast
increase of 4¾ per cent in 1987. Direct personal taxes increased by 9N per cent
in 1986 and are budgeted to rise by 9½ per cent in 1987. However, on the
income forecasts made here, this seems as if it may be a little too high a project-
ion, and a direct tax increase of 9 per cent may be a more realistic forecast.
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TABLE 7: Personal Disposable.Income

1985 Change         "1986 " Change 1987
£m % £m £m % £m £m

Agriculture, etc. 1352. - 5 - 66 1286 3 38 ¯1324

Non-Agricuhural Wages, etc. 9337 5 ¼ 501 9838 4¾ 468 10306

Other Non-Agricultural Income 1630 8½ 139 1769 6½ 115 1884

Total Income Received 12319 4¾ 574 12893 4¾ 621 13514

Current Transfers 3143 7 222 3365 5 168 3533

Gross Personal Income 15462 5 ¼ 796 16258 4 ¾ 789 17047

Direct Personal Taxes 3322 10 329 3651 9 329 3980

Personal Disposable Income 12140 ’ 3¾ 467 12607 33A 460 13067

Consumption 9797 5 495 10292 4 412 10704

Personal Savings 2343 - 1 ¼ - 28 2315 2 48 2363

Savings Ratio 19.3% 18.4% 18.1%.

On this basis, personal disposable income could be expected to increase by
about 3¾ percent in 1987, much the same as in 1986. Moreover, in both years
a considerable proportion of the increase in direct taxation is in the form of
receipts from the deposit interest retention tax. By its nature this tax is likely
to affect the level of savings directly, by reducing the amount of accrued interest
credited to accounts, and can thus be expected to lower the personal savings
ratio. It appears as if the savings ratio may have fallen by almost 1 percentage
point in 1986. Allowing for a much more modest fall, of about ¼ point, in
1987, would imply an increase of some 4 per cent in the value of personal
consmnption in 1987.

Consumer Prices
The consumer price index rose by 3.4 per cent in the year to February 1987.

This was .lower than the annual increase of 3.9 per cent in 1986, although, as
expected, it was higher than the 3.2 per cent recorded in the year to November
1986. The relatively large quarterly rise’ of 1.8 per cent between November and
February can be attributed mainly to an increase in mortgage interest rates,
indirect tax rises, and the abolition of the remaining food subsidies. All these
factors are of a temporary nature, and much slower quarterly increases in the
index can thus be expected for the remainder of the year.

Although the time path is unlikely to be smooth, it is reasonable to project
an average quarterly increase in the index of about ½ per cent over the next
three quarters. This would result in a November to November increase in the
consumer price index of almost 31A per cent, and an annual average increase
of just below 3¼ per cent.

Public Finances
The shortfall in achieving public finance targets in 1986 appears in retrospect

to have been due largely to special factors, rather than to any systematic under-
performance. On~ the revenue side, three-quarters of the total shortfall was in
non-tax revenue, mainly reflecting the problems posed by Dublin Gas. With
regard to expenditure, the ovei’run included considerable weather-related
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agricultural outlays, although the other major factor of unbudgeted special pay
increases could be regarded as systematic.

In considering the prospects for the 1987 fiscal targets, the possibility of
further unexpected contingencies cannot, of course, be overlooked. However,
provided that any such temporary phenomena are either neutral or minor in
their effects, the Budget forecasts appear consistent with the assumptions on
which they are based. The detailed forecasts in this Commentary seem to differ
somewhat from those which implicitly underlie the Budget calculations, so that
if these forecasts are correct composition of revenue would be slightly different
from the Budget estimates. In particular, revenue from direct taxes would be
a little below Budget, but this would be offset by higher indirect tax revenue
due to a sharper recovery in tourism and a greater response from the restrict-
ions on cross-border shopping. The total revenue provided for in the Budget
would appear to be consistent with the macro-economic forecasts in this
Commentary.

The more uncertain side of the fiscal equation concerns expenditure. This
Commentary is based on an acceptance of the expenditure Estimates as an
accurate projection of government spending in 1987. This means that it shares
the general Budget assumptions, and in particular assumes that the public
service pay bill can be held to its target level of £2,813 million. At the time of
writing, this still appears a reasonable assumption to make, but it is by no
means certain that it can be translated into the actual outcome for 1987.
However, it should be borne in mind that the proposed limit depends not
merely on the avoidance of any further increases in pay rates during the year,
but also on the effects of much tighter controls on recruitment and replacement
of personnel in the wider public service. Initial reports suggest that such
controls are being applied very vigorously. Some relaxation can be expected
later in the year, either as part of a wider forward-looking agreement or simply
due to operational requirements, but nevertheless the possibility cannot be
excluded that total public service numbers will be reduced further than
assumed in the Estimates. Thus the uncertainty concerning the pay bill is
symmetrical rather than one-sided, and acceptance of the official estimate does
not represent the optimistic extreme of the range of possibilities.

If the major fiscal targets are achieved, or even if there is, in the event, a
slippage of up to about £50 million, this will represent a major step towards
correcting the public finances. Although it is obvious that further steps will
need to be taken in the ensuing years, it seems likely that the financial markets
will continue to react favourably towards evidence that real progress is being
made in relation to the 1987 borrowing requirement. So long as it is perceived
that there is determination to meet the targets, and in particular that there is
no significant weakening with regard to the public service pay bill, then the
tendency will persist for the differentiai of Irish interest rates over those in
neighbouring countries to narrow. Whether this results in a significant further
reduction in actual interest rates depends also, of course, on other factors, such
as the trend in international interest rates and on movements in the sterling/
deutschemark cross-rate. However, on reasonable assumptions concerning
these external factors, it seems possible that Irish interest rates could fall by at
least another 1 per cent over the coming months, and that the all too familiar
increase in the closing months of the year can be avoided in 1987.
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Generi~l Assessment
The post-Budget forecast suggests that after ..tWO’.years of stagnation, 1987

could see a small rise Of just over-1 per centin GNR It seems inevitable that
this low growth rate willbeaccompanied by a further fall in emp!oyment, with
unemployment continuing to increase and emigration remaining high. On the
positive side, inflation will again be very low,- the balance Of payments on
current account should improve further, and a substantial i~eduction should be
made in the exchequer borrowing, requirement.

One vital assumption underlying the forecast is that the Budget limits on
expenditure will be adhered to, and that they will be accepted, however
grudgingly, by the interest groups most affected. No allowance has been made
for the effects of prolonged strikes in key sectors of the public service or the
semi-Statesector. Whether this assumption proves justified depends in part on
the willingness of trade unions andother groups to take a 10ng-term view of
their members’ interests, and in Part. on the perceived determination, ofthe
government and its skill in presenting its case2 If prolonged major strikes-d°

take p!ace, they will obviously make the short-term outlook for’ the economy
even less favourable than forecast here.-However, Conceding excessive demands
to avoid or curtail strikes would not merely preclude the meeting of the i987
Budget targets. Far more seriously, it would call into~question the government’s
determination to make further fiscal progress in- 1988, and could undermine the
financial market’s confidence in. the management Of the economy.

Were this to happen, the modest.further reduction in domestic ¯interest rates
forecast for the remainder for !987:could be,reversed.’:While higher interest~
rates, might have a relatively minor effect within 1987, their-influence on
economic performance in 1988¯ could be substantial. Indeed, given that the
whole aim of current economic~ Strategy is to correct the,present economic
imbalances so that a sustainable growth "in employment and incomes can be
resumed in future years, the policy~dilemmas facing both government and the
leaders of interest groups can be sensibly¯ discussed ofily in a longer-term
framework. The effects of decisions taken" over the next few months will be
unimportant within 1987 itself, but crUcial to prospects for the next few ~ears.

Future Prospects . ..
The 1987 Budget is designed to" makea Useful contribution towards restoring

the. exchequer borrowing requirement to a tenable ’level, and thus stabilising,
or better still reducing, the long-term debt/GNP ratio. However, an equally
severe reduction in the borrowilig requirement wiilbe necessary in 1988 and
some reduction in 1989, if stabilisation is to be achieved during this decade.
Such reductions would bring the borrowing requirement, to around 7½. per
cent of GNP, which would seem to be about the maximum level compatible
with sustained economic :growth.

The arguments in favour of this strategy have been well icehearsed. The
sooner the level of new borrowing is brought into line with the normal growth
of revenue, the sooner one powerful force making for ever higher current
budget deficits will be neutralise& Moreover, the sooner this is achieved,~ the
lower the level of aggregate taxation, or the less the cuts in non-interest expend-
iture which will be necessary to accomplish itl Provided that foreign borrowing
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is reduced along with the total, the drain of resources out of the country in
overseas interest payments should cease to grow as a proportion of national
output, and could begin to decline.

Apart from these fiscal and resource benefits, a rapid reduction of the
borrowing requirement is also expected to result in a substantial reduction in
the differential between Irish and overseas interest rates. Although a strict
crowding-out theory of interest rate determination cannot be applied to an
economy as open as Ireland’s, there seems little doubt that sufficient restrict-
ions remain on capital flows to and from Ireland for the theory to possess some
relevance. Also the attitude to fiscal deficits common to potential lenders both
within the country and abroad is such as to engender a strong relationship
between the size of the borrowing requirement and domestic interest rates.

Of course, there are other important influences on the level of Irish interest
rates, the most important being the international level and market expectations
of future exchange rates. Thus no precise relationship can be established
between the borrowing requirement and the likely actual level of interest rates.
However, it does remain true that interest rates will tend to be lower the smaller
the borrowing requirement and the faster its perceived reduction. Equally, a
strong exchange rate policy, backed up by an anti-inflationary general
economic policy, will also exert a downward pressure on domestic interest rates,
although the market may take a considerable time to accept the reality and
effectiveness of such a policy.

While the current economic strategy should therefore result in interest rates
being lower than they would be under a softer policy, it is impossible to predict
the actual level they will reach in 1988. At the same time there are insufficient
data on which to base firm projections of the response of productive private
investment to any given level of nominal or real interest rates. Thus it is
possible to hope that falling interest rates will stimulate sufficient private
investment in 1988 and 1989 to offset most, or all, of the recessionary influence
of further reductions in the Budget deficit. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
predict with confidence just how great the response will be.

Nevertheless, the simple fiscal imperative is so strong that there seems to be
no alternative to continuing the strategy of reducing the borrowing
requirement severely in the next two years, despite this uncertainty concerning
the investment response. What the uncertainty does suggest is that an
automatic private response to lower interest rates should not be treated as the
sole mechanism for providing economic growth and employment over the next
few years. Structural policies, such as measures to improve the quality and
marketing of Irish goods and services, a re-allocation of government spending
towards economically productive areas, and such initiatives as could stimulate
private productive investment without sacrificing revenue, must also be
considered.

The working out and implementation of structural growth policies might
also help to resolve the inevitable difficulties which will be involved in achieving
the centre-piece of the medium-term strategy, namely the further cutting of the
borrowing requirement. It is worth restating the obvious points that this
requires total revenue to increase by about 4 per cent more than total
expenditure in 1988, and that this will involve a substantial transfer of income
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from individuals and companies to the State in the form of revenue pa!d or
incomes forgone.

The scale of this necessary transfer is such that it is unlikely to be obtainable
from any single source, and that simultaneous action will be needed with
regard to revenue, capital expenditure and current expenditure. The more
widely the sources of the transfer are spread, the less will be the impact on any
particular sector, while the mere presence of a broad spread should lessen
resistance to each specific measure.

With regard to revenue, there appears to be a consensus that existing rates
on the major taxes of excise duties, VAT and PAYE income tax are already
too high and should certainly not be further increased. While the economic
evidence for this contention appears to be somewhat patchy, its political force
cannot seriously be questioned. However, e,len with the constraint of
unchanged or lower tax-rates on these major taxes, there would appear to be
scope for a significant increase in total real revenue. One source for such an
increase is the permanent one of a broadening of the effective tax base, through
the more realistic determination of the taxable income of farmers and other
self-employed, and through the phasing out of a number of unnecessary tax
allowances to corporate enterprises. The other potential source of increased
revenue is the temporary, but none the less useful, one of improving the
collection of revenue already due under the existing tax regime. There seems
little doubt that strong action in these two areas could make a useful
contribution to revenue in 1988 and 1989, providing that the necessary work
of installing new procedures and re-dep!oying resources, where necessary, is
undertaken during 1987.

Whatever success is achie,~ed in increasing revenue in 1988, it seems
inconceivable that it would be sufficient in itself to bring about the desired
reduction in the borrowing requirement. Further action will also be necessary
with regard to expenditure. With more time available to examine projects, and
with existing contractual obligations coming to an end, the volume of public
capital spending can be expected to be reduced considerably in 1988, especi~illy
in the area of social infrastructure. The employment effects of reduced capital
construction expenditure make it a relatively unattractive area for economies,
but it is difficult to see how such economies can be avoided with regard to
projects which yield no direct economic returns.

Even With substantial cutbacks in the public capital programme and
increased real revenue, it will remain necessary to hold the current price
growth of current expenditure well below the growth in nominal GNP if the
borrowing targets are to be achieved in 1988 and 1989. Unless there are
unexpectedly favourable movements in international interest rates or exchange
rates, or unless domestic interest rates drop faster and further than expected,
the cost of servicing the national debt will rise by more than nominal GNP next
year. This obviously intensifies the need to restrict discretionary current
expenditure.

With the secular rise in the number of pensioners and other long-term
welfare beneficiaries likely to continue, and a further increase in
unemployment all too probable, there will be a tendency for social welfare
expenditure also to exceed the rate of growth of nominal GNP. This tendency
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might, of course, be offset by further restrictions on benefit qualifications,
failure to fully index benefit rates, or other measures to limit social welfare
spending. These are essentially political decisions, but it is difficult to envisage
cuts in social welfare holding such spending very much below the growth of
nominal GNP. Certainly only a minor contribution to the total reduction
needed in net current expenditure can be expected from the area of social
welfare.

After the imposition of charges for health and other services in the 1987
Budget, it is not clear how much scope exists for reducing net expenditure in
this manner in the next two years. Similarly, although some reduction might
be possible in purchases of goods and in the total of current subsidies, it does
not seem plausible that sufficient savings can be made in these miscellaneous
forms of net expenditure to provide the necessary check to the growth of total
current spending.

This leaves the public service pay bill as an area which must inevitably
contribute to the overall savings, if the economic strategy is to succeed. The
direct public service pay bill amounts to one-third of total current expenditure.
If indirect pay costs are included, the total pay element accounts for about half
of non-interest current spending. Since 1981, the rise in the direct public
service pay bill has exceeded the growth in nominal GNP in every year except
1984, and thus has militated strongly against the achievement of a lasting
reduction in the nominal current budget deficit over that period. If the next
two years are to see borrowing reduced to a sustainable proportion of GNP,
then it appears inescapable that, alongside other measures, the growth in the
public service pay bill must be restricted to a rate significantly below that in
nominal GNP. As it seems likely that nominal GNP will grow by about 5 or
6 per cent over the next two years, this implies an annual rise in the pay bill
of no more than 3 or 4 per cent, compared with 7.7 per cent in 1986 and a
forecast 5 ½ per cent in 1987.

Given that normal salary scale and promotion drift adds over 1 per cent per
annum to the pay bill, and that the later phases of existing special agreements,
if they are paid, would add considerably more, any new pay increases, general
or special, would need to be balanced by corresponding cuts in the number
employed if this target is to be met.

Clearly, the balance to be sought between restraining pay levels and cutting
numbers is essentially a political choice, in which difficult decisions will have
to be made both by government and by the leaders and members of the unions
concerned. Economically, the arguments would appear to be heavily weighted
in favour of pay restraint rathei~ than job cuts. In the first place, pay restraint
would be more efficient than job cuts in reducing the net deficit, because there
would be no need for consequential social welfare payments. In the second
place, as the 1987 cuts are beginning to demonstrate, job losses in most cases
result in a curtailment of services or a reduction in standards. There would not
appear to be large areas of the public service which are overstaffed to the extent
where employment can be reduced without effect on output. Also, it is to be
hoped that the services offered by the public service will start to be improved
again in a few years’ time, and the existence of an adequate work-force at that
time will certainly assist the process. Finally, if numbers are to be curtailed
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principally through recruitment bars and the non-renewal of short-term
contracts, the sacrifices will be concentrated by age and by intended
profession. While this is mainly a matter of equity, and thus of political rather
than economic judgement, it is economically relevant to note that a further
erosion of job prospects for the young and newly qualified could have con-
sequences for the rate of emigration and for the future availability of skilled
personnel.

If the required curbing of the growth in the public service pay bill is to be
achieved largely through severe restraint on. pay levels, it would obviously be
better if this can be done through agreement rather than confrontation. It is
within this context that the government’s principal task of persuasion could be
made considerably less difficult if there is convincing evidence that the issues
of tax broadening and collection are being realistically tackled and that growth
strategies are being implemented beyond the hope that falling interest rates
alone will create jobs. Above all, however, there is a heavy responsibility on
sectional leaders, initially in the unions but eventually in all such groups, to
extend their own and their members’ time horizons. Short-term "success" in
evading their members’ share of the necessary fiscal adjustment will delay the
resumption of economic growth and make the ultimate adjustment needed
even greater. Willingness to accept a reasonable share of the adjustment over
the next two years could permit employment to start rising within that period,
and will certainly improve the prospects for their members and their children
over the ensuing decade.
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Output Indicators Employment Output per Head

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Manufac- Trans- Elec- Cement Manufac- Trans- Manufac- Trans-
turing portable tricity Sales turing portable turing portable

Goods Output Goods Goods

1980 = 1980 = G.W.H. 000 " 000’s 000’s 1980 = 1980 =
100 100 Metric 100 I00

Tons

1981 102.7 1"01.6 10767 1812.5 222.5 234.2 105.0 103.7
1982 104.6 103.6 10792 1486.1 215.3 226.0 110.5 109.6
1983 112.6 111.1 11039 1382.4 202.5 212.6 126.4 124.9
1984 126.7 125.1 11424 1298.4 196.3 2O5.9 146.8 145.2
1985 130.1 126.8 11919 1233.2 189.0 197.6 156.5 153.4
1986 133.8 130.4 12466 1147.9 185.4 193.5
1987

Quarterly Averages or Totals

1984 I 120.2 117.1 3136 271.5 197.4 206.7 !38.5 135.4
II 133.8 133.9 2672 366.3 196.8 207.5 154.6 154.2¯
III 117.9 118.5 2562 350.0 196.9 206.4 136.2 137.2
IV 135.1 130.9 3054 310.6 194.2 202.8 158.2 154.3

1985 I 132.2 128.1 3259 241;3 - "189.3 197.9 158.8 ]54.7
II 137.8 134.4 2818 350.4 188.9 198.6 165.9 161.7
III 119.4 117.1 2705 333.1 189.2 197.5 143.5 141.7
IV 141.7 127.8 3137 308.3 188.4 196.5 158.8 155.4

1986 I 132.5 127.6 3356 205.0 185.0 192.9 162.9 158.1
II 139.2 135.7 2996 319.1 185.4 194.5 170.7 166.7
III 124.7 123.0 2814 330.6 186.5 194.3 151.8 151.1
IV 138.8 135.2 3300 293.2 184.7 192.2

1987 I
II
III
IV

Quarterly Averages or Totals Seasonally Corrected

1984 I 120.5 118.8 2853 336.6 198.7 208.6 137.9 136.1
II 126.1 126.0 2813 329.3 197.5 207.2 145.2 145.3
III 125.7 123.8 2858 319.5 195.8 205.1 146.0 144.3
IV 134.3 131.2 2903 312.6 193.3 202.5 158.0 154.8

1985 I 132.7 130.2 2960 303.5 190.6 199.8 158.3 155.7
II 130.2 126.7 2962 314.9 189.6 198.3 156.2 152.7
III 127.3 122.4 3015 303.5 188.1 196.3 153.9 149.0
IV 130.8 128.0 2991 308.7 187.7 196.2 158.5 155.9

1986 I 133.2 129.9 3044 259.6 186.3- 194.7 162.6 159.5
II 131.5 127.9 3146 286.8 186.0 194.1 160.8 157.5
III 132.9 128.4 3136 301.0 185.4 193.1 162.7 164.2
IV " 138.3 135.6 3154 292.0 184.0¯ 191.8

1987 I
II
III
IV
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Unemploy-
Pricesment

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
!

Live Reg- Consumer Agricul- Import Export Terms Price of
ister Av. Price tural Price Unit Unit of Stocks +
Monthly Index Index Value Value Trade Shares

000’s Nov. 1980 = 1975 = 1975 = 1975 = 1975 =
1982 = 100 100 100 100 100

100

127.9 82.4 117.7 232.4 208.4 89.7 219.9 1981
148.2 96.5 127.5 249.4 231.5 92.8 179.9 1982
192.7 106.6 135.4 261.1 251.9 96.5 223.7 1983
214.2 115.8 139.4 286.5 273.0 95.3 296.1 1984
230.6 122.0 135.6 293.2 280.6 95.7 316.8 1985
236.4 126.7 135.2 489.8 1986

1987

Quarterly Averages or Totals

215.2 112.9 146.6 281.5 266.0 94.5 309.6 1984 I
210.8 115.5 150.0 283.7 269.8 95.1 314.9 II
212.6 116.9 135.6 294.3 276.6 94.0 280.7 III
218.1 117.7 134.4 297.9 283.3 95.1 279.1 IV

232.8 119.9 140.7 297.3 280.3 94.3 284.7 1985 I
226.5 121.5 140.2 300.6 288.0 95.’8 289.4 II
231.8 123.3 133.1 298.0 289.9 97.3 333.3 III
231.2 123.5 134.3 289.-7 282.7 97.6 359.8 IV

238.7 125.4 140.8 279.0 270.0 96.8 426.8 1986 I
231.8 126.9 139.1 266.0 268.4 100.9 508.5 II
235.1 127.1 131.4 266.7 267.5 100.3 509.5 III
240.0 127.4 134.5 266.8 265.5 99.5 514.6 IV

252.1 129.7 1987 I
II
III
IV

Quarterly Averages or Totals Seasonally Corrected

208.9 113.0 143.8 No No No No t984 I
212.8 115.2 146.1 Seasonal Seasonal Seasonal Seasonal II
215.6 116.7 138.0 Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern III
219.6 118.2 138.2 IV

226.3 120.0 138.1 1985 I
228.6 121.2 136.5 II
234.8 123.1 135.6 III
232.7 124.2 138.1 IV

232.3 125.3 137.5 1986 I
234.0 126.6 135.2 II
237.5 126.8 135.1 III
241.9 128.1 138.1 IV

245.7 129.6 1987 I
II
III
IV



Money Earnings Consumption
Weekly Averages Real Earnings

Indicators

16 17 18 19 2O 21 22

Manufac- Trans- Manufac- Trans- New Cars Retail Retail
turing portable turing portable Regis- Sales Sales

Goods Goods tered Value Volume

1973 = 1973 = 1982 = 1982 = Total 1980 = 1980 =
100 100 100 i00 100 100

1981 373.8 372.6’ 108.2 107.7 104645 118.3 99.4
1982 419.1 419.8 103.6 103.6 72603 129.4 94.0
1983 468.3 469.2 104.8 104.8 61094 137.0 90.5
1984 523.8 525.1 107.9 108.0 55893 145.8 89.4
1985 563.0 563.5 110.0 109.9 59592 155.9 91.0
1986 601.7 58705 158.8 90.5
1987

Quarterly Averages or Totals

1984 I 502.3- 503.0 106.2. 106.1’ 19263 139.8 87.9
II 518.5 523.8 107.1 108.0 18443 143.9 88.6
III 528.2 528.1 107.9 107.5 11708 143.5 87.4
IV 546.0 545.6 1-10.7 110.4 6479 155.8 93.7

1985 I 541.8 542.0 107.8 107.7 19914 147.6 87.5
II 561.6 565.4 110.3 110.4 19200 153.2" 89.8
III 566.8 566.3 109.7 109.2 13287 155.2 90.1
IV 581.6 580.3 113.4 113.3 7197 167.6 96.6

1986 I 578.5 577.7 110.1 109.7 19177 155.2 88.8
II 596.9 603.3. 112.2 111.6 17663 154.5 88.2
III 608.1 613.6 114.3 13896 157.3 89.8
IV 623.3 ,7233 168.3 95.1

1987 I
II
III
IV

Quarterly Averages or Totals Seasonally Corrected

1984 I 509.1 511,1 107.5 107.7 13357 141.6 88.9
II 517.8 518.6 107.2 107.2 15429 146.2 90.3
III 528.0 529.4 108.0 107.8 "13533 145.4 88.5
IV 540.3 541.6 109.0 109.1 13105 148.0 88.9

1985 I 548.6 549.8 109.1 109.1 13928 150.0 88.9
It 561.6 560.2 110.1 1,10.1 15805 ¯ 155.7 91.4
III 566.4 568.1 109.8 109.9 ¯ 15338 157.4 91.3
IV 575.3 575.7 110.5 110.4 14739 158.9 91.4

1986 I 585.6 585.6 111.5 111.3 13497 157.9 90.3
II 596.7 597.8 112.5 110.9 14413 156.9" 89.8
III 607.5 615.6 114.4 15998 159.7 91.1
IV 616.5 14972 159.4 90.0

1987 I
II
III
IV
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Government Monetary Developments

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

Current Current Current Money Licensed Banks External
Revenue Expendi- Deficit Supply Domestic Credit Reserves

ture M3 Government Non-Gov.

~m ~m ~m ;~m

End End End End
Period Period Period Period

3973 4796 823 n,a. 1277.4 n.a. 1473.1 1981
4908 5896 988 7291.9 1564.7 6655.1 1594.0 1982
5711 6671 960 7697.4 1775.6 7493.8 2014.8 1983
5952 6991 1039 8473.9 2247.9 8127.6 2101.2 1984
6331 7615 1284 8924.8 2514.1 8441.1 2271.9 1985
6709 8088 1379 2205.3 1986

1987

Quarterly Totals Monthl, Totals

1290 1719 429 7697.4 1831.2 7512.5 2117.7 1984 I
1516 1684 169 7934.1 2142.4 7724.4 1952.0 II
1457 1715 258 8161.6 2223.0 7938.4 1875.0 III
1688 1873 185 8473.9 2247.9 8127.6 2101.1 IV

1325 1981 656 8438.9 2166.3 8151.0 2632.5 1985 I
1635 1792 157 8545.0 2319.1 8291.7 3124.8 II
1562 1838 277 8639.4 2421.6 8206.8 3009.6 III
1809 2004 195 8924.8 2514.1 8441.1 2271.9 IV

1416 2056 640 8567.5 2510.1 8730.6 2232.8 1986 I
1735 2052 317 8449.5 2354.6 8596.7 2296.5 II
1591 1844 253. 8677.0 2277.8 8744.7 2116.4 III
1967 2136 169 2205.3 IV

1476 2171 695 1987 I
II
III
IV

Quarterly Totals (S.C.) Monthly Totals (S.C.)

1448 1669 221 No No No No 1984 I
1490 1687 197 Seasonal Seasonal Seasonal Seasonal II
1507 1809 302 Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern III
1493 1832 339 IV

1511 1917 406 1985 I
1594 1796 202 II
1614 1951 337 III
1597 1950 353 IV

1628 1987 359 1986 I
1685 2061 376 II
1642 1959 317 III
1738 2077 339 IV

1703 2097 1987 I
II
III
IV
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Visible Trade Indicators Exchange Rates

30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Imports Exports Trade Imports Exports Effective Sterling
Surplus Index

(Value) (Value) (Value) (Volume) (Volume)

~m J~in 1975 = 100 1975 = 100 Dec. 1971 Per IR£
= 100

1981 6578.4 4777.6 -- 1800.8 166.0 158.3 67.75 0.8002
1982 6816,2 5691.4 -1124.7 160.3 169.8 67.35 0.8125
1983 7366.8 6943.8 - 422.0 165.3 190.2 65.13 0~8222
1984 8912.2 8897,4 - 14.6 182.6 225.2 62.26 0.8134
1985 9430.5 9743.3 312.5 188.7 239.9 62.41 0.8234
1986 8629.9 9386.8 756.9 66.65 0.9147
1987

Monthly Averages

1984 I 744.5 654.4 -90.1 186.3 203.8 62.58 0.7954
II 714.9 769.8 54.9 177.4 236.5 62.56 0.8097
III 710.5 722.7 12.2 170.0 216.6 61.86 0.8143
IV 801.3 819.0 17.7 189.3 239.7 62.04 0.8352

1985 I 820:0 800.4 - 19.6 194.4 236.6 61.95 0.8590
II 807.2 855.8 48.6 189.3 246.2 61.44 0.8075"
III 740.9 795.3 54.4 175.0 227.5 62.15 0.7959
IV 775.2 796.1 20.9 188.6 233.3 64.11, 0.8324

1986 I 732.8 762.5 29.7 185.o 234.6 66.60 0.8966
II 723.3 786.6 63.3 191.4 243.1 67.34 0.8976
III 666.9 753.3 86.4 176.1 233.6 66.44 0.9148
IV 754.2 826.0 71.8 199.0 258.0 66.22 0.9497

1987 I 739.0 773.6 34.6
II
III
IV

Monthly Averages. Seasonally Corrected.

1984 I 709.6 684.3 -25.3 177.7 214.9 No No.

II 705.5 733.1 27.6 174.7 227.5 Seasonal Seasonal
III 759.2 733.5 -25.7 179.9 218.1 Pattern Pattern
IV 795.6 812.1 16.5 190.9 234.2

1985 I 794.8 836.1 --41.3 185.6 249.6
II 797.5 817.7 20.2 185.5 239.2
III 779.8 810.2 30.4 183.8 227.4
IV 768.4 782.3 13.9 194.2 227.1

1986 I 711.8 800.7 88.9 179.1 243.3
II 715.5 754.8 39.3 188.7 233.0
III 700.1 763.2 47.7 186.4 237.6
IV 748.1 809.8 61.7 197.4 255.3

1987 I 717.8 812.4 9416
II
III
IV
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